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Direct thrust measurements of a permanent magnet helicon double layer thruster have been made
using a pendulum thrust balance and a high sensitivity laser displacement sensor. At the low
pressures used �0.08 Pa� an ion beam is detected downstream of the thruster exit, and a maximum
thrust force of about 3 mN is measured for argon with an rf input power of about 700 W. The
measured thrust is proportional to the upstream plasma density and is in good agreement with the
theoretical thrust based on the maximum upstream electron pressure. © 2011 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3577608�

The recent discovery of current-free double layers �DLs�
in rf plasmas,1,2 together with the formation of ion beams in
such systems,2 has stimulated a renewed interest in plasma
expansion studies, especially within a propulsion context,3–5

since such systems can, in principle, be used to provide
thrust for spacecraft. In contrast to more familiar electrostatic
acceleration thrusters, such as ion engines and hall thrusters,6

plasma thrusters make use of ambipolar electric fields or DLs
to accelerate ions to supersonic speeds.1,3 These systems
typically consist of an insulating source tube and a magnetic
field3,5,7–9 used to provide plasma confinement and produce
plasma expansion, hence forming the DL.3,10 An rf antenna
is used to produce the plasma, which is usually inductively11

or wave coupled.7,9 Since the ambipolar fields/DLs are inter-
nal structures within the plasma, no biased electrodes are
needed, hence reducing erosion of system components.3 In
addition, the results of a number of studies suggest that suf-
ficient electrons escape the DL to neutralize the downstream
ion beam.12 Thus a separate neutralizer system is not needed.

Experimental research on plasma thrusters has to date
involved studies of the fundamental physics associated with
DLs,2,3 the use of different propellant gases,3,13 helicon wave
characterization,8 and the use of permanent magnets.5,9 Per-
formance estimations with regard to propulsion applications
are only now starting to be considered.7 Initial theoretical
and thruster performance modeling has been performed,4 no-
tably by Fruchtman,14,15 but these predictions have not yet
been tested experimentally due to the lack of explicit experi-
mental thrust measurements. In this letter we present thrust
measurements of a permanent magnet helicon DL thruster
�PM-HDLT�, and analyze the results in the context of some
of these recent models.

The PM-HDLT �custom built at Iwate University�, a
schematic of which is shown in Fig. 1, has been described
previously.5 It consists of a 6.4 cm diameter Pyrex source

tube �terminated at one end by an insulating plate�, sur-
rounded by a double-turn loop antenna operated at 13.56
MHz, and supplied with between 0–900 W connected
through a �-type matching network. Surrounding the source
tube and antenna are a combination of two concentric neody-
mium iron boron �NdFeB� permanent magnet arrays, which
produce a magnetic field of about 20 mT within the source
region, decreasing to a few millitesla within the downstream
region �z�0 cm; see Fig. 1�.

The PM-HDLT is placed within the larger Irukandji
space simulation chamber �custom built at the Australian Na-
tional University; not shown in Fig. 1� also previously
described.11 This chamber is 1 m in diameter and 1.4 m long
and is pumped down to a base pressure of around 0.1 mPa
with a turbomolecular/rotary pump system. Argon gas is fed
into the PM-HDLT via a small ceramic tube that passes
through the insulating plate, and the working pressure is
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of the PM-HDLT attached to the thrust
balance. Also shown are the laser displacement sensor, thrust balance cali-
bration system, rf antenna, and diagnostic probes.
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measured with a baratron gauge. For the current investiga-
tion, a constant flow rate of 0.6 mg s−1 �giving a pressure of
about 0.08 Pa� is used.

The PM-HDLT source is mounted onto a grounded
thrust balance system �custom built at the Surrey Space Cen-
tre�. The thrust balance consists of four aluminum support
columns �not shown in Fig. 1� onto which a double pendu-
lum system is attached. The pendulum makes use of 0.1 mm
thick stainless steel flexible plates, and the PM-HDLT at-
taches to the bottom of the pendulum as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Both the gas feedthrough and rf antenna are not in physical
contact with the PM-HDLT source tube. The displacement of
the pendulum is measured using a high sensitivity rf-shielded
Micro-Epsilon laser displacement sensor, which is mounted
to the aluminum support structure of the thrust balance.

Forces applied to the thrust stand result in an oscillation
of the pendulum with a frequency of about 1 Hz. To analyze
the data, the laser system is run with no plasma to establish a
baseline equilibrium position for 20 s, then the plasma is
turned on and data taken for a further 10 s, following which
the plasma is turned off and another set of data taken for a
20 s. The data are then filtered to remove low-frequency
oscillations, and the displacement is then established. To
calibrate the thrust stand a small mass piece is tied to the
back of the source tube with a thin horizontal thread, and a
second thread attached to the support structure of the thrust
stand �see Fig. 1�. In this way the applied mass is in static
equilibrium, and from simple mechanics the force applied to
the stand can be calculated. The sensitivity was found to be
about 340 mN/mm with a resolution of 0.034 mN.

Finally, a retarding field energy analyzer �RFEA� with
aperture facing the source region2 is used to measure the
downstream ion energy distribution function �IEDF� and
hence detect the presence of an ion beam downstream of the
PM-HDLT, while a 4 mm disk Langmuir probe �LP� is used
to measure the upstream plasma density. The plasma density
is found from the ion saturation region of the measured IV
curve, and Sheridan’s method16 is used to account for expan-
sion of the sheath around the LP disk.

Figure 2 shows thrust measurements �open squares� ob-
tained with the thrust balance and laser displacement sensor
as a function of effective rf power. The effective power is the
actual power absorbed by the plasma and is found by taking
resistance measurements within the matching network to es-
tablish the power transfer efficiency.17 The thrust begins
quite low at less than 0.5 mN for 140 W, before increasing
approximately linearly with effective power to almost 3 mN
for 725 W.

The density within the source region at z=−8 cm is
shown as the crosses in Fig. 2. Here, the density is seen to
increase approximately linearly with effective rf power,
going from around 3.5�1017 m−3 at 140 W to about 1
�1018 m−3 at 725 W �the increase is not directly propor-
tional to the power, due to possible neutral depletion effects
that begin to occur at these higher power levels�.

During operation of the PM-HDLT, an ion beam is de-
tected in the downstream region and is associated with the
presence of a DL previously measured near the exit of the
thruster.5,18 The IEDFs at z=5 cm are shown in Fig. 3 for a
number of effective rf powers. The IEDFs show a large low-
energy peak centered at around 50 V �almost independent of
effective power�, and a high energy ion population. The ex-
perimental IEDF for 725 W �open circles� has been fitted

with two Gaussian ion populations, one representing the
background ions, and the other the beam ions �dashed
curves�.2 For this power the ion beam energy is about 30 eV
higher than the local ion population.

Fruchtman15 has recently performed a theoretical analy-
sis of the thrust expected from a plasma thruster such as the
type presented here. Using a radially averaged plasma, and
ignoring collisions and the effect of expansion due to a mag-
netic field, the thrust is given by the maximum electron pres-
sure within the source region as

T = qn0ATe, �1�

where q is the electron charge magnitude, n0 is the maximum
radially averaged density within the source region, A is the
cross-sectional area of the source tube, and Te is the electron
temperature. Since no electrodes are present within the
plasma, the plasma flow momentum is conserved, and mo-
mentum is transferred from the electron pressure into di-
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Thrust as a function of effective rf power for an argon
flow rate of 0.6 mg s−1 �0.08 Pa�. The open squares show the experimental
measurements while the open circles show the thrust calculated from Eq.
�1�. The experimental error bars show an estimate of the uncertainty in the
measurements based on the analysis of the data while the theoretical error
bars result from the uncertainty in the electron temperature used in Eq. �1�.
The crosses show the upstream plasma density on axis at z=−8 cm as a
function of effective rf power.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� IEDFs as a function of effective rf power taken with
the RFEA located at z=5 cm. The open circles show the experimental IEDF
for 725 W while the solid line shows the sum of the Gaussians �dashed
lines� used in the deconvolution. The dotted-dashed and dotted lines repre-
sent the sum of the fitted Gaussians for effective powers of 140 W and 400
W, respectively.
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rected ion momentum15 through the DL, resulting in ion ac-
celeration as seen by the higher energy ion population in the
IEDFs shown in Fig. 3. Using the upstream plasma densities
from Fig. 2, and a scaling factor ��0.82� obtained from a
measurement of the radial density profile, Eq. �1� is plotted
in Fig. 2 �open circles�. Here an electron temperature of
6 eV�1 eV has been used based on measurements with the
LP, and application of a particle balance19 in the thruster
source region. As is seen, the theoretical thrust is in very
good agreement with that measured using the thrust balance,
illustrating that the thrust is directly proportional to the
plasma density. Fruchtman14 has also performed a theoretical
analysis of the thrust from a system with an expanding mag-
netic field and found that the field effectively increases the
flow area of the thruster, so that the thrust increases with
axial distance. In the present case, however, the plasma den-
sity rapidly decays past z=0 cm, and the contribution to the
thrust from this magnetic expansion term is estimated to be
small.

DLs cannot increase the net plasma momentum,14 and
thus from Eq. �1�, the presence of a DL can only affect the
thrust through changes in the upstream plasma density or
electron temperature. Since the spontaneous formation of a
DL is inherent to the present geometry and magnetic field
configuration, it is not possible to compare the results with a
non-DL condition under similar operating conditions. For the
calculated thrust from Eq. �1�, the electron temperature was
estimated from LP measurements and separately from a par-
ticle balance. Since the results match those of the thrust mea-
surements, this suggests that under the current operating con-
ditions the DL does not significantly change the upstream
electron temperature.

While the measured thrust in Fig. 2 is quite low for the
applied power when compared with existing propulsion sys-
tems of similar powers,6 it should be said that the PM-HDLT
is an unoptimized prototype system. Under normal operating
conditions the ionization fraction within the system is quite
low, and so the propellant utilization is only a few tens of

percent. One of the biggest challenges associated with
plasma thrusters is the power sink represented by the plasma
sheaths along the source tube boundaries, as discussed by
Fruchtman.15 Possibilities to reduce these losses seem most
likely to lie in an optimization of the applied magnetic field
to aid plasma confinement as well as further optimization of
the source cavity, as recently discussed by Chen.4

In summary, direct thrust measurements of a PM-HDLT
have been performed using a pendulum thrust balance and a
high sensitivity laser displacement system. Thrusts of be-
tween 0–3 mN are measured for effective rf powers of 100–
700 W, which are in good agreement with calculations based
on recent theoretical modeling.
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